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Robo Advice Has Stalled, but Wealth Technologies Still Hold Promise

At a Glance
The wealth management industry has been under significant profit pressure since the global
financial crisis. The disruptive threat from robo advisers has not occurred, and the promise of
vastly more assets under management by robo programs has not materialized.
Instead, wealth technologies are starting to gain traction for the next generation of hybrid
adviser-based solutions.
Most incumbent banks and insurance companies have started to partner with fintechs or large
technology companies to complement their existing capabilities rather than build everything
themselves.
An “Engine 1, Engine 2” approach of creating a new business that is organizationally distinct
from the incumbent business has proven effective, but banks and insurers will still need to
address the challenge of cannibalization.

You would expect the wealth management industry to be thriving: Baby boomers in the US and many
European countries are retiring in steady waves; savings accounts in some countries, such as Germany,
are flush; and the middle class is expanding in China, India and other emerging markets. Yet while
revenue growth has been strong, fees and profits in the industry have stalled since the financial crisis
of 2007.
The hoped-for boost from robo advising—namely, digital tools that automate or partly automate consumers’ investments—has not materialized. After the financial crisis, robo advisers started with the
ambition to democratize wealth management through highly standardized asset-allocation models at
very low cost, using low-fee passive products. Some companies aimed to build out wealth management ecosystems that would handle all aspects of personal finance for specific customer groups, such
as the mass-affluent segment. For incumbent banks and investment management firms, robo advice
held the promise of reducing costs to serve clients and, at the same time, still meeting steeper regulatory requirements. For challenger companies, robo advice held out an opportunity to scale up and
disrupt the market.
But the stars did not align, and the current robo-advice business model for self-directed investors has
largely disappointed. Many of the offerings lacked a distinctive value proposition to customers and
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failed to scale up. That meant assets under management and fees per client remained low, even as
acquiring clients remained costly. Weak brands did not engender trust among wealthy clients, and
companies found it difficult to expand abroad because of different regulatory regimes and customer
preferences as well as high marketing costs associated with launching in new markets.
Technology did upend the wealth management business, just not in the way that many expected. As
technology reduced the cost of servicing an investment portfolio, fees steadily eroded, barriers to entry
dropped and many start-ups undercut incumbents with rock-bottom, transparent fees, such as
Blooom in the US, which focuses on retirement savings.
Regulation in some countries also exacerbated the decline. Investor-protection regulations cut down
on commission revenues, while the need for heavier compliance created significant costs for client
advisers. Capital requirements also put pressure on the lending side of the business.
As a result, most current client-servicing models are not succeeding. The cost of servicing affluent
clients has become excessively high, yet many banks still overserve this segment and lose money.
High-net-worth clients, meanwhile, have outgrown the bank adviser model. Just as private jets have
taken much of airlines’ first-class business, bespoke services for the plutocrats have taken full advantage of financial engineering and regulatory arbitrage to deliver custom-made investment products.
Agile private banks and niche asset managers have developed digitally enabled offerings and have
provided access to illiquid asset classes. Finally, lower- or middle-income households don’t have
enough assets to allow banks to recoup the acquisition or servicing costs.
To be sure, there are a few success stories of asset managers using digital advice models to enhance
their distribution. Vanguard is one notable example, with $130 billion in assets under management
in its Personal Advisor Services, a hybrid robo that is four years old. Vanguard’s long focus on passive
investment through index mutual funds dovetails well with the robo model.

When it comes to robo partnerships, however, most are being reevaluated, recast as low-touch portfolio investments or shut down entirely.

When it comes to robo partnerships, however, most are being reevaluated, recast as low-touch portfolio
investments or shut down entirely. UBS, for instance, closed its robo adviser after only 18 months and
sold it to a fintech, saying that its resources would be better spent on other client-facing improvements.
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Figure 1: Look to the adviser, not the investor
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A pivot to serve investment advisers
Although standalone digital advice has not delivered broadly on its initial promises of growth and efficiency, a business-to-business tack that caters to investment advisers has made better progress, with
prominent fintechs pivoting away from individual investors (see Figure 1). Adviser solutions generally
include the following features:
•

digital onboarding workflows that allow the adviser to define the client’s individual strategic asset
allocation;

•

front-to-back processes, especially compliance for know-your-customer and anti-money-laundering
regulations;

•

digital tax and performance reporting;

•

portfolio administration, including algorithmic portfolio rebalancing engines for liquid assets;

•

enhanced advice with smart portfolio analytics and intuitive reporting and diagnostics; and

•

tools and processes that enable small specialist companies to offer complete services to investors.
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Figure 2: Large-scale innovators can reap benefits with aggressive pricing through lower-cost
operations
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Goldman Sachs followed this logic with its recent purchase of United Capital Financial Partners, getting
a registered investment adviser with $25 billion in assets under management and FinLife CX, a digital
platform that helps independent advisers grow their business and strengthen client relationships.
Realizing the full potential of wealth technologies (wealthtech) will mean fully capitalizing on the
scale advantages of a digitally enabled business model (see Figure 2). Many large banks and insurance
companies do possess assets that could allow them to scale up efficiently: a large customer base; a
broad, tightly knit network of sales teams, including distribution partners; strong brand recognition;
and an ample marketing budget (see Figure 3). But leveraging these assets will involve bold moves,
especially to navigate the challenges associated with disrupting traditional distribution channels,
such as captive sales organizations.

Options for incumbents
Incumbent companies have four options to pursue. They can build a greenfield technology firm, acquire
one or more firms with complementary capabilities, enhance their technological capabilities from
within, or partner with fintechs or large technology firms.
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Figure 3: Incumbents can leverage their key assets to build scale
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Companies from adjacent industries, such as insurance, could logically enter the wealth management market because they do not face the challenge of cannibalizing their existing business. Most insurance companies will probably choose to partner with or acquire fintechs because they lack their
own distribution capabilities and have avoided establishing them out of concern that doing so would
antagonize current distribution networks. For most incumbent banks, partnering with fintechs that
have complementary capabilities offers the best opportunity to accelerate adoption. Banks are typically
struggling with legacy IT infrastructure that tends to be difficult to replace or work around, and they
do not have a sterling track record at building businesses from scratch. Partnering with lower-cost,
nimble fintechs could accelerate the transition to a new cost curve, which would allow higher margins
despite aggressive pricing to gain customers.
Effective partnering requires setting up an appropriate structure—that is, an operating model designed
to develop and cultivate an ecosystem of partners, each of which demands a highly collaborative relationship. That environment is different from vendor management, in which you issue a request for proposal on a precisely defined offering. A cultural change may be in order as well, as partnering with
small firms only succeeds through an openness to collaborative testing and learning.
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Incumbent banks will want to tread carefully to avoid cannibalization of existing profit pools by lowermargin digital offerings. The brutal truth, however, is that if they do not cannibalize themselves,
competitors will come along to knock them aside. Most banks should seriously consider establishing
an organizationally separate digital attacker that is shielded from the legacy bank. Granting a level of
autonomy to the digital attacker helps to avoid conflict around budget and resources, and it short-circuits
middle management, where resistance often is greatest.

One engine for today, another for tomorrow
To that end, “Engine 1, Engine 2” is a useful approach. Engine 1, the core current proposition, concerns
today’s customers and capabilities. Engine 2 focuses on tomorrow’s customers and tomorrow’s capabilities in new markets with new competition and cost structures (see Figure 4).
The Engine 1, Engine 2 approach starts from the core everyday banking proposition, with wealthtech
added later. In banking, Goldman Sachs has been revving up an Engine 2 by expanding Marcus, the
digital attacker bank for mass-affluent customers that it launched in 2016. Marcus now is considering
wealth management for the mass affluent, looking at partnerships with employers to lure customers
to its investment platform.

Figure 4: An “Engine 1, Engine 2” approach reorients the business’s center of gravity
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Source: Bain & Company
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Engine 2’s initial wealth management offering might not be at the same level of quality as Engine 1,
but it could be good enough to catch on with customers who cannot afford the current level of service.
Eventually, it will raise its performance and could surpass the existing business. That was the path of
digital cameras, which at first were inferior to high-end analog film cameras but then gradually improved in most ways to dominate the industry.
Disruption is part of the game. The success of a digital attacker in wealth management could challenge the definition and strategy of the core incumbent business, which in turn could create strategic
and organizational tensions. Rather than complaining about the challenges created by that new business, the incumbent leadership team should learn from what the challenger is doing and compete
with it.

Disruption is part of the game. The success of a digital attacker in
wealth management could challenge the definition and strategy of the
core incumbent business, which in turn could create strategic and
organizational tensions.

No matter what organizational decision the leadership team makes, it will need to invest in mitigating
the inevitable risks. The bigger risk, however, is to miss the opportunities that wealthtech affords for
better serving advisers and select investors.
Going forward, incumbents should formulate a clear strategy for using wealthtech, transform their
operating model to cultivate an ecosystem of partnerships, enhance their analytics and technology
capabilities, and set the rules of engagement for disrupting the existing business, possibly through
an Engine 1, Engine 2 approach. Wealthtech is here to stay, and companies that deploy it appropriately
stand to improve their own economics and help their customers flourish in the bargain.
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